
5/13/13 (1) 4:04 Respiratory System and RNA Drops - skin, lungs, and sinuses
RNA Drops change our cells to perfection. Then, we are done with
it.
We don't have the labyrinth of the mind in the way of our cells
being perfect.
Total Biology - skin is separation - skin problems or want skin
improvements - skin reaction is caused by period of separation
Rash can be healing of that separation.
By the time the symptom shows up in the body, the conflict already
is resolved at the level of the brain. But have to resolve emotions.
By the time the symptom shows up, it's in a repair and

conflict.
Partial resolution to keep body alive but does not resolve the
conflict.
Total Biology says disease is resolving a conflict.
Body is trying hard to keep you alive. Chronic stress is a real 
threat to its survival.
Transition point to what we are doing here.
Important not to blame the body when something is going on.
Acknowledge that it's performing the way it's supposed to.

12:08 Eczema on son's face. Like watermelon. 
Gone to doctors to get cortisone shots.
Child's face is almost completely cleared up on RNA Drops in
2 weeks.
Drops go around the labyrinth of the mind.
Every condition is at its origin a condition of separation.
It's all because we separated ourselves from our power.
Plenty of lung testimonials - Olympic athlete, swimmer, etc.
Lisa's partner's testimonial - miraculous wellness story
Many testimonials of people quitting smoking on RNA Drops.

is identified as asthma.

Two of the B Vitamins in the methylated form, which is natural.
Veggie clear capsule. 

up with the electrolyte formula.
Cells communicate electrically at the behest of the electrolytes and
minerals in the body.

22:07 Would my blood effect the recipient when I donate blood as a
person who takes RNA Drops.

23:00 Guy cutting himself with a knife, opening his package.

Walked off and forgot all about it.

acknowledgement phase. Saves the mind from repeating the

ReMag/ReAline on the lungs.
ReMag necessary for muscle relaxation. Spasm of bronchials which

ReAline with methionine is the pre-cursor to glutathione. Lungs have
huge amount of glutathione.

ReAline will suit everyone now.
ReLyte for the lungs - everything in the body is going to be perked

Went to the medicine cabinet and got a bandaid.



3 drops of blood that were sparkly pink, hadn't gone brown or
coagulated

25:21 Chills that are not comfortable.

Need electrolyte and building blocks.
RNA Drops activates RNA through Chromosome 14 to make perfect
cells in a natural formula.

142 oz green juicing regime a day - minerals in the ground are
depleted; don't think the minerals are in the food even if it is

Plus leaky gut may cause you not to absorb

Then, food can be for your joy.
32:04 Heart, skin cancer, and Type 2 diabetic

Full time pacemaker - would it interfere with the RNA Drops?
Pacemakers are placed in such a way that they pick up the slack
from the heart's natural pacemaker.

won't be needed.
Taking colloidal silver - interfere with  RNA Drops? No.
Silver is used an anti-biotic in that form.
Take silver periodically. Take it a month. Go off it a month.
Don't want body to be dependent on it.

Someone with heart condition requires magnesium.

45:55 Have a family history of low thyroid. Been on Armor 12 years.
Low basal body temperature. Low dose - 1 gr.
Had a sense of bliss, peace, and happiness.
Had a lot of energy initially.
Don't get locked into mass consciousness thought about sleep.
Body was going through period of organization in April, possible

Body was having issues with fatigue. Hard time functioning day to
day activities.
Is it possible that I have a magnesium deficiency?
1 tbsp of magnesium supplement, I wouldn't have laxative effect.
Foot cramps.

Had best sleep I've had in weeks.
Worked with the labyrinth of my mind with emotional stress.
Total Biology on thyroid and adrenal.

your magnesium stores.
Need to get to the therapeutic effect before the laxative effect.

ReLyte I put iodine in the formula because people are so deficient.
Drops have RDA form of iodine, ionic, 100% absorbable.

Cells creating in their fullness, they will need more electro-
conductive material, i.e., minerals

organic. ReMag and ReLyte are a great shortcut.

Would rather take something I  know is absorbable. It's complete.

As cells get renewed with RNA Drops and ReMag, the pacemaker 

RBC Magnesium Test requestatest.com

remineralize.org promotes use of rock dust in the ground.

thyroid and adrenal rebalancing.

Ordered ReMag. 4 droppers in morning and 4 at night.

ReMag and ReLyte will be wonderful because new cells were taxing



Thyroid is about keeping track of time in Total Biology.
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